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About This Game
As commander of a squadron of cavalry, what will you sacrifice to win the war of gunpowder and magic? Return to the
battlefield as a gentleman-officer of the Royal Tierran Army in this long-awaited sequel to "Sabres of Infinity."
Guns of Infinity is a 440,000 word interactive novel by Paul Wang, author of "Sabres of Infinity," "Mecha Ace," and "The Hero
of Kendrickstone." Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by
the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
Will you befriend, betray, or romance the nobles, rogues, and spies of this epic world? Will you keep your men alive, or
sacrifice them to your own greed in a bid for power and riches? Will you fight for power, riches, love, or glory?

Play the role of a gallant hero, or a self-serving scoundrel.
Use cunning, force, or sheer bravado to fight the Antari forces.
Train and drill your men for success on the battlefield.
Support your family financially, or leave them to fight off penury alone.
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Combat, intrigue, and romance await in Guns of Infinity!
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If, while playing this, you begin to feel like it's a sequel (ish) to Iron Storm, it's because it is (ish), and that's a good (ish) thing..
Really quite enjoyed this. If you've seen Indie Game: The Movie you know roughly what to expect - it's a documentary about
making indie games, about what that means to people, about some of the reasons for doing so, and some of the challenges. But
Gameloading is kind of more upbeat and community-focused, bit more of a whirlwind tour of a slice of the indie community
rather than a close-up examination of a day-to-day process in the way IGTM followed Ed McMillen etc. Which is not to say
there aren't a few "central" people - Davey Wreden working on The Stanley Parable and Robin Arnott on Soundself feature a lot
- but it's not a "day in the life" kind of movie.
It's "light", I guess, might be the worst I could say if I were looking for problems. Some people might have a problem with that;
might find it kind of insubstantial if they're already familiar with indie gaming culture and are looking for some kind of magic
special insight. I didn't feel that way. Gameloading isn't trying to be some deep and detailed analysis of how game development
operates. It's just here's some people, here's this stuff they're doing and their explanations of why they love doing it, yay for
that! It's a celebration of community and openness and trying new things, not a report, and there's nothing wrong with that. I've
read comments calling the film kind of self-congratulatory fluff, but I can't really share that view. Even if I was of the mind that
there was nothing here but a clique of hipsters patting each other on the back, I personally happen to think everyone depicted
absolutely deserves a pat on the back, so...good on them?
I bought the bundle and I haven't watched any of the extra features yet; I'll come back and amend this when I have. In the
meantime, to the various gaming conservatives out there, I hope you had a lovely time automatically voting this down with the
rest of the positive Steam reviews. DISCLOSURE: ADRIEL WALLICK, DEPICTED HEREIN ORGANISING "TRAIN
JAM", FAVOURITED ONE OF MY TWEETS ONCE.
(to the regular people who voted it down because they actually just didn't think it was helpful, I understand, I usually don't like
what I write either!)
happiness and cheer/10
Edit: Oh, right, I did want to say I'm disappointed it's only available streamed rather than downloaded. On this desktop I have a
good wired connection and quality was great, though it did cut out a total of about three times throughout the film, making me
reload it (this took about two seconds since it saves where you're up to, so no big deal in practical terms). Mainly just would
have liked to be able to watch it on my living room setup, where I'm stuck on wireless and wouldn't get as good a picture.
Apparently download is intended to be available at some point, but not really "soon".. not pretty bad game , remember games on
IOS,. I highly recommend this bundle. You get a lot of bang for your buck.
The first four games are enjoyable standard HOGs - the gameplay is somewhat formulaic, but each game cultivates a unique
atmosphere and story. The overall production values are great, with fun locations, clear puzzle screens, and a reliable interface. I
especially liked the inclusion of behind-the-scenes trivia in The Lake House: Children of Silence, as well as the bonus mission.
The fifth game, The Other Side: Tower of Souls, was incredibly, incredibly innovative. It had three endings, two play modes
that change how puzzles operate, hidden collectibles (I only found 106 out of a possible 110), hidden story notes, a shop, a sassy
companion, equally sassy item descriptions, a dark sense of humor, and a creative array of new minigames that weren't just the
same old industry standard ones. On the flip side it also had a few glitches such as graphics (portal to sister's rooms) and
achievements ("Reversi Master") not triggering properly, and some ...interesting... word choices (hairbrush listed as a
"honeycomb," for example). I still loved it, and played it 6 times trying to complete everything before finally giving up on
100%ing.
The last game, Mexicana: Deadly Holiday is perhaps the least polished of the bunch, but I still had fun with it. The story was
compelling, the graphics were beautiful, and many of the puzzles were good (although the challenge level on the puzzles was all
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over the place). The click interface, though, was entirely unreliable. I often had to refer to the map to see available actions
because I was never sure if I was doing the right thing and it just wasn't triggering. This title also has a number of hidden book
pages to find that give further insight into the story, but one of them is unfortunately bugged. I did appreciate, however, that you
can use the map at any time to both see and travel back to earlier chapters if you missed picking up a page.
Overall, at less than $2 a game, this is definitely worth picking up at full price. Even though there are a few bumps here and
there, you will get at least 25-30 hours of enjoyable gameplay out of it, and the majority of that gameplay will be beautifully
produced and rewardingly challenging.. The game is good but there are far too many bugs here; at least once per dungeon I get
stuck on a loading screen (especially when going up or down floors) or the game freezes and I have to start again, considering
this is an already successful Vita game that has been brought over to STEAM I think this is pretty ridiculous. Losing an hours
progress is a very quick way to dampen my mood especially if I just got back from work and want to de-stress. Fix it and the
review changes.. THEY'RE COMMIN OUT OF THE WALLS MAN!
Sorry... bug-hunt flashbacks...
Now, at first glance this game seems cheesy, cheap and probably more of a gimmick than anything else. (At least, that's what I
thought after a hard day before grabbing this on sale)
After ten minutes, you're too busy reeling in boxes urgently praying for more nails so you can shoot these insect invaders before
they **** your face! I had forgotten all previous misgivings and am now taking a well-deserved break to calm my trigger finger
before diving back in!
The simple premise gives you most of the gameplay in the first level, but you will quickly learn that you need to strategise, plan
and think on your... well, not feet as such, but whatever you're stuck by in the vent you've fallen into.
The crafting has me hoping that I can make one more grenade to take out just one more nest... Wait, if I make a gas bomb here,
I can use a hot-shot over there to take out... Yep, it's a wild rush as only VR can deliver.
Frankly, I am astonished at how much fun this is, how exhilarating it is and how a simple premise has been made into something
that I'm proud to recommend to any who ask!
Also, any Alien fans out there may share a giggle as I did at some of the soldiers' lines!. It's a standalone to BIA: Road to Hill
30, way more harder in my opinion. But you also get new weapons and equipment in this game. It's equivelant to the story and it
continues a little bit further. This time you'll play as Hartsock from Baker's squad and continue push from D-Day to St.Sauveur.
FG42 <3. fun to show off the HTC Vive capabilities. played for family "vr party." a little challenging to set stations and plank
correctly.. Danmaku hell with a superb ost
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Intuitive text commands!
Autosave!
S.N.A.I.L.S!!!!!!
This game is freaking great!
I honestly can not qait for installment number 2.
https://youtu.be/ZnDxdhlxBiM. great game ,recommend for anyone. If you're on the fence, wait...
I love the game's potential, but still some weird and small little things that bother me.
This time period isn't really used in these types of games, which is a big plus.
This game is somewhere between survival and city building games, but I feel like it doesn't
know which. It just seems to me, that there is something missing. For example there are numerous
menus, which don't tell much. i.e you don't have meat, why is that?
You can build most of the buildings after about an 3-5 hour session, but still you're left wondering
how you could improve on the production line... you just don't know. You don't know how much the
butcher is using cattle, nor do you know how much cattle is being produced. There is a trader for which
you can sell or buy items, you see the prize and amount, not the whole prize. (little things).
I love the game's idea, graphics are as great as can be and there is so much potential for this game.
I don't love the small glitch where you have press a button 2-7 times for it to come through.
I will revise this review, when I've played a bit more, and seen atleast one update.
As much as it hurts me, wait if you're on the fence. For the citybuilder/survival fans like me.
Buy The Game and support these guys, there is the idea behind this game.

. It's not too often that you see an enjoyable game based on a bad movie. While I wouldn't call it "great" and it is a short
experience overall, it's a nice way to get your retro gaming fix while playing through what is essentially an homage to the movie
and MST3K packed into one game.
While the lack of gameplay variety can be a turnoff for some, it can still be fun for one quick playthrough if you enjoy these
kinds of retro-style games.
To read a full review, please go to http://breakingcanon.com/games/manos-the-hands-of-fate/. I bought this in trying to connect
my generic controllers to my steam link. It would barely even work, I did everything in order to try and get this product to work
but it never did. It would work for a few seconds and then not even register I had my controllers in. It's a shame that I even had
to buy this for 12 dollars in order to get my controllers to even hardly work. If you are in the same situation I'm in and you're
thinking "Maybe this will help my generic controllers work" do not buy it at all. What a waste of money and time.. It had
potential but when you abandon something it all goes down and not in a timber by pitbull kinda way. Bought the game,played it
and yeah it is hard and at the same time really fun.
It still has great space for improvement and hopefully it will be filled in.
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